
The intuitive control 
interface rotates to four 
positions on the pump, 
so it’s always easy to  

read and operate.

(SP3200VSP)

Also available in model that  
connects directly with Hayward® 

controls (SP3200VSPND).

Ask about our Extended Warranty 
with professional installation.
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Total System:  Pumps  I  Filters  I  Heating  I  Cleaners  
Sanitization  I  Automation  I  Lighting  I  Safety  I  White Goods

VARIABLE-SPEED PUMP

VARIABLE-SPEED PUMP TriStar® VS
TriStar® VS

The right-fit solution for your pool,  
your wallet and more.
TriStar VS is the right fit for you in many  
ways, starting with saving you up to 90%  
on pool-related energy costs. 

Right-Fit Advanced 
Energy Efficiency

See how much energy and money TriStar VS can  
save you by downloading the Hayward Energy Solutions®  

App for iPad® from the Apple® App Store.

TRISTAR® VS: YOUR RIGHT-FIT SOLUTION

APPLICATIONS

•	 In-ground	pools	of	all	types	and	sizes,	including	 
in-floor cleaning systems and solar heating systems.

•	 In-ground	pool/spa	combinations.

•	 Ideal	for	water	features	such	as	waterfalls	

   and fountains.

TRISTAR VS FEATURES

•	 Designed	to	replace	most	high	performance	pumps	 
up to 1.5 HP full-rate or 2.0 HP up-rate.

•	 Save	up	to	90%	on	pool-related	energy	costs	when	
compared with ordinary single-speed pumps.

•	 Pays	for	itself	faster	than	other	oversized	variable-
speed pumps.

•	 Advanced	totally	enclosed,	permanent	magnet	
motor offers unparalleled efficiency and reliability.

•		On-board	diagnostics	and	automatic	protection	 
for priming failures, temperature extremes and 
voltage fluctuations.  

•	 2"	by	2.5"	union	connections	make	installation	 
and servicing fast and easy.

•	 Extra	leaf-holding	capacity,	no-rib	basket	design	
makes	debris	removal	a	breeze	while	extending	 
time between cleanings.
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To take a closer look at TriStar  VS  or other Hayward ® products, go to 
hayward.com or call 1-888-HAYWARD.
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TriStar® VS is the right fit for you  
in every possible way.

The perfect variable-speed pump 
for your variable-speed life.
Your pool use varies. Your pump should adjust 
accordingly. With the TriStar VS, setting the  
variable-speed control ensures that your flow  
rate matches your pool needs.

Stops your money from going down the drain. 
TriStar VS can save you a fortune  
in energy costs every year  
and pay for itself faster than 
oversized	variable-speed	
models. So go green—as 
in the up to $1500 a year in 
green it can save you—not 
to mention possible ENERGY 
STAR®	rebates	(check	with	your	
local power company).

Enjoy a cleaner pool.
When operating at lower, cost-saving speeds, 
TriStar VS moves water more efficiently through the 
filter, which in turn means more dirt and debris is 
removed from your pool water.

Eliminate up to 100%  
of installation headaches.
Because TriStar VS is designed to be the  
right fit for your pool’s existing plumbing, 
replacing your current less efficient pump 
couldn’t be easier.

Easy to operate.
TriStar VS is available in two models:  
One	that	connects	directly	with	Hayward® 
automation for complete control of your pool 
environment; the other one with an intuitive 
display and integrated digital control interface 
with readouts for pump speed and power use. 

So energy efficient, you’ll be 
swimming in savings.

The strong, silent type.
Hear that? That’s the sound of our industry-
leading hydraulic design moving water  
with	amazing	efficiency,	allowing	the	motor	 
to run at lower speeds and you to hear… 
almost nothing.


